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Freymond-Guth & Co. Fine Arts is pleased to announce a possibly surprisingly visual-
ly deserted and abstract exhibition of Loredana Sperini (IT, *1970, lives in Zurich). 

For a number of years Loredana Sperini has been raising international attention with 
her disturbing figurative imagery embroidered onto pristine white cloths and wax 
painting directly onto walls. Apparitional characters with aesthetic and atmospheric 
disturbances inhered those works. 
In her latest works the protagonists are entirely missing. Figurative drawings in black 
and white have given way to colourfully, glinting and yet mostly frowning wax pain-
ting- Sperini no longer brings movement onto paper and cloth but applies vibrating 
colour onto wood. 

Nevertheless the mysterious tension of her works by no means was lost. In fact the 
viewer is taken away into an architectural world, provoking diverse associations. The 
formal language of her expansive architecture has been evolved from her drawings of 
past years: lines and spatial levels direct to the sky, buttressing grotesque faces and 
heads.
The artist now again has taken up comparable elements in a steel sculpture and 
unfolds them into a three-dimensional space that becomes backdrop and seemingly 
accessible sculpture at the same time. While steel and wood elements alternate with 
shiny and matt plains, mirrors make the sculpture grow into infinity.  And while in 
earlier mirror works the viewer found him/ herself in a fragmented self- portrait, the 
reflections here pull him/ her into the sculpture’s inner life.

New wax paintings line with this sculpture that was conceived of the space by the 
artist. Only in their feel of surface and their relief- like character they resemble 
earlier black and white works. They now are entirely abstract and also in relation to 
their colours Sperini has developed a new language. From primarily dark grounds on 
rectangular wood, triangles and squares sprout in a spectrum from violet, blue, yel-
low, green and red. Coat after coat Sperini applies the hot wax mixtures and works on 
some parts for days while others immediately integrate harmoniously with the visual 
ensemble. Different thicknesses of the individual plains attest this procedure as an 
evidence of an intense and possibly nerve- wrecking confrontation between painter 
and surface.
The paintings divulge a spiritual energy that also manifests in the sculpture, con-
verging into pikes and in that sense reminding of a mountain ridge. The mountain 
motif but moreover also the flaming choice of colour are redolent of Ernst Ludwig 
Kirchner (1880- 1938) or also the less known expressionist Marianne von Werefkin, 
who, like Kirchner spent her life in Switzerland after the breakout of World War I.

Other associations may be found in alchemy flickering plains of colour conflated in 
meditative action from wax being preserved in flux. What is being disclosed to our 
eyes seems to witness a truth beyond; fluorescent paintings that open deep and abys-
mal worlds through their surfaces. Not seldom one thinks of church windows, of pos-
sibly numinous enlightenment but also of burning horizons and ominous nemesis.
Emotionally strongly connoted material such as mirror, wood and wax still play an 
important role in Sperini’s works. Originally committed to the graphical she works the 
mentioned materials with the same sensibility, reminding of warmth and a feeling of 
security, dispensing light and energy.
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In the gallery’s cabinet the only so to say figurative work can be found- entangled wax 
hands in many shades of colour. With this direct human indication and the knowledge 
of her past works the abstraction of the rest of the exhibition might read even the 
more as a mirror to the human soul. Sperini’s oeuvre still emphasises on fundamental 
existential orientations: disquiet, apprehensibility, disruption and abscondence being 
only a few of the terms that should be mentioned here.

Alexandra Blättler, Mai 2010 (translated by Penelope Shand- Kydd)

For further information and images please contact the gallery at 
office@freymondguth.com
+41 (0)44 240 0481
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